Independent Citizens Redistricting Commission
August 30, 2021 Meeting Public Comment
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date of Submission: Sunday, August 29, 2021 6:42 PM
Method of Submission: Email To <Redistricting@Michigan.gov>
Name: James Gallant
Subject: MI Independent Citizens Redistricting Commission – Rules of Procedure
Hello MICRC, Eric, Scott&Zack&Ben, Sergio, and others,
Will you please consider reporting on the Commission's current decision making practices as they
relate to the required Robert's Rules of Order as determined by Mike Brady (MDOS) on behalf of
Secretary Benson at the Sept. 2020 Orientation?
My research into the transcripts, shows that the Commission's attorney drafted the current Rules of
Procedure based on the discussions and practices of the Commission members (her words), instead of
the actual language contained in the required Robert's Rules of Order (2020).
They must follow the rules to change the rules!
In the transcripts from Jan. 30, 2021 posted on the website (Pg 14-25, good part starts on 18) the
Commission is clearly stating out loud that they have an alternate set of rules that they voted on earlier
and they don't resemble the fundamental principles of parliamentary law in the United States of
America under our current Constitutions (Motion - Second - Discussion - Vote - Robert's Rules - Period).
Thanks to all of you for continuing to follow along to witness this historic event,
James Gallant, Marquette County Suicide Prevention Coalition
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date of Submission: Friday, August 27, 2021 11:24 AM
Method of Submission: Email To <Redistricting@Michigan.gov>
Name: Jamie Lyons Eddy
Subject: A public letter to the redistricting commission: Each of your voices matters
*Letter included at the end of the document*
Please see the attached letter. Thank you.
Jamie Lyons-Eddy
Deputy Director
https://votersnotpoliticians.com

As in any group of colleagues, there are some among you who speak up more than others. There are
some who tend to lead discussions and some who tend to follow. Some feel more comfortable voicing
disagreement, and some don’t. Everyone is different, and we knew that when we designed a
commission made up of a group of diverse individuals. But when you choose whether to do more
research, ask a question, or speak up, we urge you to consider that you do so (or don’t) on behalf of
three quarters of a million people who are counting on you to represent them.
The public needs to see each of you fully participating in every aspect of the commission’s
work.
When you and over 9,000 others applied to serve on the commission, you decided to make a
significant investment of your time and effort, should you be randomly selected. You committed to
periods of full-time and part-time work, to working collaboratively, and - quoting from the application to “perform your duties in a manner that is impartial and reinforces public confidence in the integrity of
the redistricting process.” To build that confidence, the public needs to see every commissioner fully
present and engaged as you dig into each step of the redistricting process.
Thank you for taking on this important duty. The map-drawing process you are starting now promises
to be the most challenging and contentious part of your work, but if you listen to the public and
maintain your commitment to collaboration and impartiality, you will continue to make Michigan proud.
I know you take your role seriously, and I ask you to keep the 775,180 people you represent in mind
as you shape Michigan’s future for the next decade.
Jamie Lyons-Eddy
Deputy Director
Voters Not Politicians
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